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MEMO TO: The University Community

FROM: Nancy Belck

SUBJECT: Happy New Year

What a difference a year makes! It is hard to believe that my first year at SIUE is history. Please know that Jack and I are very happy to be part of the SIUE family. You have helped make us feel welcome, as we became acquainted with our campus and the metropolitan area.

After being here a year and knowing the University better now, I continue to be proud of our strengths—which are the people of the University Community. Together, we can take pride in our outstanding undergraduate and graduate programs with research and scholarship to undergird them, and the regional support provided by our public service outreach.

We have many opportunities to continue to improve as we look toward the College of Arts and Sciences, 100 percent occupancy in the Residence Halls by this fall, and increasingly efficient services for all our constituencies. In addition to the University’s challenges, I hope your own career goals will be successfully met in the coming year.

To stay in touch and hear what’s on your minds about how we can enhance the quality of our fine institution, I shall continue faculty and staff dialogues and walks. Let’s work together as we climb on board the 21ST CENTURY UNLIMITED, to chart the best future for all concerned. You have my very best wishes for a fulfilling, enriching and pleasant new year.